Culture & Society Workshop
| Fall 2021

Thursdays, 3:30 PM to 5:00 PM, Zoom Meetings

9/23  Emilio Lehoucq
      “Solving Information-Processing Problems”

9/30  Anna Michelson
      “The Politics of Happily-Ever-After: Romance Genre Fiction as Aesthetic Public Sphere”

10/7  Varvara Kobyshcha
      “Negotiating a Stigma: A Case of New ‘Middle-Class’ Large-Housing Neighbourhoods in Moscow”

10/14 Text Discussion
      Gabriel Abend’s *The Moral Background: An Inquiry Into the History of Business Ethics* (selections)

10/21 Emily Handsman
      Practice Job Talk, Title TBA

10/28 Laura Acosta
      “Symbolic Boundary Shift and Civil War Reoccurrence in Mid-Twentieth Century Colombia”

11/4  TBD

11/11 Emma Brandt
      “Conspiracy Theory as Critique: Digital Media and Serbian Youth”
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